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Abstract
The volume of scientific data collected by instruments, from experimental studies, and from
imulations executed on supercomputers is growing rapidly. Scientists need to move these data files
from the sources where they are generated to their laboratory compute clusters. Such scientific data
transfers are “heavy-hitter” flows that consume an unfairly large portion of link bandwidth, and
adversely affect general-purpose flows on IP-routed networks. First, we present our analysis of
GridFTP transfers from a scientific computing center, NetFlow data from an ESnet router, and logs
collected from a Climate data distribution project. Next, the feasibility of using new types of
network services, such as optical virtual circuit services and multicast services, for these heavyhitter flows is examined. Finally, a traffic engineering system for a hybrid network consisting of an
IP-routed network and an optical circuit-switched network is proposed to enable individual
providers to separate out the heavy-hitter flows from general-purpose flows.
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